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This study explores the grounds on which a defensive

alliance member would initiate an intraalliance war. In the

first chapter, assumptions of the model, the expected

utility calculus, its operationalization, and the need of a

new utility measure to predict partners in intraalliance war

are discussed. Chapter II presents the research design.

Three hypotheses are formulated and similarities of utility

values are explored accordingly, operationalizing approaches

based on IGO membership, trade patterns and similarities of

policy objectives of members. In Chapter III, the testing

of the predicitons based on hypotheses against actual

participation or neutrality decisions demonstrates that a

new utility measure, the similarity of primary policy

objectives, is a powerful tool to measure similarity of

interest, and thus measure the support to be derived from

third parties. The new expected utility framework is used

to analyze intraalliance war initiation. A summary

evaluates the contribution of this study to the expected

utility models and suggests areas for further research.
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CHAPTER I

EXPECTED UTILITY CALCULUS

Introduction

In most studies on war, international conflict is seen

as a phenomenon which occurs only between members of

different alliances (Waltz, 1967; Singer, 1963; Coser, 1956;

Rosecrance, 1966; Wallace, 1973). Bueno de Mesquita (1981,

p. 159) states that "no one suggests that alliances may. .

increase a nation's chances of being threatened or attacked

by its friends." This study seeks to explore another facet

of international conflict: the decision making calculus for

initiating a war between members of the same defensive

alliance.

War between partners of the same alliance is not

unknown. Five wars, between 1816 and 1974 fit this pattern:

the Seven Weeks' War (1866); the Second Balkan War (1913);

the Russo-Hungarian War (1956); the Yemeni War (1962); and

the Soccer War (1969). These wars involved 22 nation-

states, 19 of whom were alliance partners.

To explain war behavior, Bueno de Mesquita (1981) puts

forth a general expected utility model to discriminate

between which states might expect a net gain if they

initiate a war, and those which would rationally expect to

1
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suffer a net loss if they started a war. According to the

expected utility model, in order to initiate a war, the

decision makers not only compare their initial power to that

of their opponents, but also calculate, based on

similarities of alliance membership patterns, which other

countries will join in the fray, and on which side. Bueno

de Mesquita (1981, p. 160) argues that in war between

partners of a defensive alliance, other members of the

alliance will remain neutral since they will find choosing

sides difficult.

This study will explore the grounds on which a

defensive alliance member would initiate an intraalliance

war. In the remainder of the first chapter, assumptions of

the expected utility model, the expected utility calculus,

its operationalization, and the need for a new utility

measure to predict partners in intraalliance war are

discussed. Chapter II presents the research design.

Identification of wars and alliances and operationalization

of the power variable is followed by the search for a new

utility measure. Three hypotheses are formulated and

similarities of utility values are explored accordingly,

operationalizing approaches based on IGO membership, trade

patterns and similarities of policy objectives of members.

Each war is investigated as a case study with predictions of

the utility measures as to which nations will join the war

and which ones will be neutral. In Chapter III, the power
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variable is added to the utility values to formulate the

total expected utility of participation. The testing of the

predictions based on hypotheses against actual participation

or neutrality decisions demonstrates that a new utility

measure, the similarity of primary policy objectives, is a

powerful tool to measure similarity of interest, and thus

measure the support to be derivated from third parties. The

behavior of the third parties is crucial to war initiation

decisions. Once the support to be derived from the third

parties is operationalized, then the expected utility

framework is used to analyze intraalliance war initiation.

A summary evaluates the contribution of this study to the

expected utility models and suggests areas for further

research.

Assumptions

The assumptions of the expected utility approach

dictate that: 1) Competition between groups produces

political decisions; 2) Groups compete over specific policy

related issues; 3) A strong leader dominates each group; 4)

Each strong leader is a rational decision maker who seeks to

maximize expected utility (Bueno de Mesquita, Newman, and

Rabushka, 1985, p. 16).

These assumptions depict political activity as

competition between groups over policy related issues. It

implies that choices are made from the "preferred

alternatives" of a group or groups. As Bueno de Mesquita et
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al. (1985, p. 17) noticed, in an issue-oriented view of

politics, groups are defined as amalgamations of individuals

pursuing common policy objectives.

For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that each

group is headed by a strong leader whose personal policy

objectives are identical to those of the group as a whole.

Several groups may compete in the policy adoption process.

For a group to be considered as an actor in policy making,

Bueno de Mesquita et al. (1985, p. 18) set three criteria:

1) on the issue in question, the group's members must agree

on the order in which alternatives are preferred; 2) a group

must control some pool of relevant political, economic,

military resources which it can employ in pursuit of these

objectives; 3) a group must comprise a set of individuals

(from one to any number) who agree on how much effort to

expend in order to achieve their objectives.

The first and the third criteria are extensions of

assumption four, that the leader is rational and seeks to

maximize expected utility. A rationality assumption posits

that each person rates alternatives as more or less

desirable and chooses the most preferred alternative. In

addition, they act on their preferences to accomplish what

they believe is in their best interest (1).

The Expected Utility Calculus

The expected utility calculus is used to state

conditions that are theoretically necessary before nations
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can rationally go to war. When war decision equations

result in an expected utility value that is less than zero,

then the nation is logically prohibited from launching that

war (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981, p. 66). Although expected

utility has been used to explain the initiation of

interstate war in general, the focus of this study is on the

decision to initiate a war inside the alliance. The

initiator of an intraalliance war must consider: the

probability of gaining or losing a bilateral war with its

ally; the probability of gaining or losing with the aid of

the members of the alliance that will join its side; and the

probability of gaining or losing with members of the

alliance aiding the opponent.

Victory in a bilateral war brings the opportunity to

manipulate the economic, social, or military policies of the

defeated state so that they can serve one's own interest or

prevent the adversary from changing its policies in

undesirable ways (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981, p. 46). In its

basic form, the expected utility formula combines the

differences between policies of the potential opponents and

their respective power. According to Bueno de Mesquita

(1981, p. 46): if Ui is the utility some potential

conflict initiator i attaches to its most preferred policy

platform (so that Uii = 1), then the maximum shift in the

policies of the nation j (the potential opponent for i) that
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can be realized is the difference between the policies that

i wants j to hold and the policy position of j, or

U - U. , with U.. (which is less than or equal to U.i)

being the value for i of the policy positions of j before

the war. If i loses, then i may expect j to impose changes

on it so that i's postwar posture is consistent with the

desires of j. Thus the current utility of failure in the

war is Uij - Ui, or the maximum amount by which i might

have to change its world view to satisfy the desires of j.

The nation i's expected utility from a bilateral war with

j, E(Ui)b is:

E(Ui)b = P.(U.. - U..) + (1 - P.)(U.. - U.)t

+ Pi A(Uii - Ui)lt + (1 - P.)
to 1 0 n o

(U.it - U.) t
o n

where

U.. = i's utility for i's preferred view of the world.

U.. = 1 by definition.

U.. = i's utility for j's policies. U.. can vary

between 1 and -1.

(U.-U i)t = i's perception of what might be gained

by succeeding in a bilateral conflict with j in which i can

impose new policies on j. This term reflects i's current

evaluation of the difference between the policies that i

desires j to hold and i's perception of j's current policies

(hence it is evaluated at time to). The greater the
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perceived similarity between the policies i desires for j

and j's current policies, the less utility i expects to

derive from altering j's policies.

(Uf n -U )to= i's perception of what might be lost by

failing in a bilateral contest with j in which j can then

impose new policies on i. This term reflects i's current

evaluation of how much j could shift i's policies away from

its world view to make them more in line with j's interests

as perceived by i. Like the previous term, this term is

evaluated based on current policies (at to).

A(U. - U)t t = i's perception of anticipated
o - n

change in the difference between i's world view and j's

policies over the time period to (the present) to some

future time (tn ).

A (Ui-U.)t -+t = i's perception of anticipated
o n .

change in how much j would want to alter i's policy outlook

in the future compared to j's current perceived policy

differences with i. The term represents i's perception of

anticipated future potential policy loses (over the present

to to the future tn) to j, while the previous term

represents i's perception of future potential policy gains

to be derived from imposing i's will on j. Both this term

and the previous term represent i's estimates under the

assumption of no war.
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P. = i's current perception of its probability of

succeeding against j in a bilateral conflict.

1 - P. = i's current perception of its probability of

losing against j in a bilateral conflict.

Since (Uii - U..) + (U.. - U. )= 0, the expectation of

a gain or a loss in a bilateral conflict is solely

determined by the relative strength of the attacker and its

opponent (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981, pp. 47-48).

Extending the formula to multilateral wars when a

utility-maximizing leader considers attacking a nation, the

leader must consider the likelihood that the nation will

benefit and the likelihood that it will lose (Bueno de

Mesquita, 1981, p. 56). Again there is the probability of

success or failure if the war remains bilateral; then there

is the probability of success or failure if other states aid

the attacking nation; and finally there is the chance of

success or failure if other states aid the adversary.

The formula for i's expected utility when each third

party k is treated as supporting i is:

E(U.) =(PU. . +(1 -P )U )i k11 = ik iki ik ikj t
0

+Pik (AUiki) t -- t

0t0 n

+ (1 - Pik )(AU. )i t ikj to --
o o n

The formula for i's expected utility when each third

party k is treated as supporting j is:
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E(U.) k 12= (1 - P.k)U.. + PikUiklt

( k)t(Au k)t t+jo1 k 20 iki to k t

(AU ) 0o. )+ikj to -- t

+

where:

Uiki = is perception of the utility to be derived from each

third party actor.

Uikj = is perception of the utility to be derived by j from

each third party actor.

Pik = i's perception of its probability of success against

j, given that third party k aids i.

1 - Pik = i's perception of its probability of failing

against j, given that third party k aids i.

Pjk = i's perception of its probability of failing against

j, given that third party k aids j.

1 - Pjk = i's perception of its probability of succeeding

against j, given that third party k aids j.

AUiki = i's perception of anticipated future changest -"t
o n

in the utility i can expect to derive from k (with the

change in utility being evaluated as U. ki at tn minus Uiki
ikin k

at to).

A Uikj = i's perception of anticipated future changes
t--

to t

in the utility j can expect to derive from k (with the

change in utility being evaluated as U i at tn s
ak n minus Ukj

at t0).
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to = the time at which i is calculating expected utility.

Thus any terms with a to are computed based on current

values.

to -tn = the time span over which i estimates changes in

utility values. This span is assumed to be fairly short,

reflecting the fact that policymakers rarely have a long

time horizon. All estimates of change in utility are

evaluated as the relevant utility term at tn minus the

relevant utility term at to.

I E(Ui)k 1 = i's overall expected utility from a multi-

lateral conflict with j, given that i treats all third

parties k as potentially aiding i.

I E(Ui)k1 2 = i's overall expected utility from a multi-

lateral conflict with j, given that i treats all third

parties k as potentially aiding j.

Suing accross all k, i's estimate of its expected value

from the support decision of all third parties is:

5. E(Ui)k =5.E(U.)k l- E(U.)k
kgi k11 i k1 2

If the leader's expected utility about the third party

participation is positive then more support is expected for

i than for j. If E(Ui)k is negative then i believes that
1

more support will go to j. If the result is zero then third

parties balance each other. A leader may value war even

though the sum from third party participation is negative if

its E(U )b (expected utility from bilateral war) is greater
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than E(Ui) for k1 (values from the support decisions of all

third parties).

The overall utility that the initiator may expect from

initiating war is then:

E(U.) = E(U)b + 3 E(U.)

The equation indicates that the overall expected

utility of the war depends on the relative capability

advantage that the initiator or the opponent has in the

bilateral war (as determined by the P terms) and on the

likely behavior of third parties to join the conflict (Bueno

de Mesquita, 1981, pp. 56-57)(2).

To measure utility values Bueno de Mesquita (1981)

argues that the indicator of utility must capture the

congruence of interests between nations i and j, i and k,

and j and k. He opts for the similarity in alliance

patterns to depict the congruence of interests between

nations. Judgments on who will join with whom and the

perceptions of policy differences are operationalized using

a measure of systemic polarity (Bueno de Mesquita, 1975;

1981). Following the coding scheme of the Correlates of War

Project, nations are clustered around the similarity of

their alliance patterns (Singer and Small, 1972). If two

nations have the same defense pact partners, nonagression

pact partners and entente partners, and do not have any type

of military alliance with the remaining nations in the

international system, then those two states have identical
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alliance patterns. The degree of similarity in alliance

corrmitments using tau-b as the measure of association ranges

from total similarity (1) to total dissimilarity of alliance

patterns (-1). Recalling the formulas of expected utility

in bilateral and multilateral wars, U.. varies between 1 and

-l based on this operationalization.

The problem with this operationalization of expected

utility is that it cannot be applied to predict who will

join whom in wars in which the belligerents have a

congruence of interests based on alliance patterns. For all

five wars between alliance partners (the Seven Weeks' War;

the Second Balkan War; the Russo-Hungarian War; the Yemeni

War; and the Soccer War) the tau-b scores of the members

based on defensive alliance patterns equal 1. Who will join

whom when i attacks its defensive partner j where U(..) =

U(..) = 1?

Bueno de Mesquita (1981, p. 78) argues that the

policies of the states are indistinguishable, and all other

states will value i and j equally, unless there is a

perception of a change in the utility values. Any

perception of a future change in the utility values (such as

an indication that an alliance partner will make a defensive

alliance with a nation with a negative tau-b score for the

remaining partners of the original alliance) will be

perceived as a betrayal of the mutual trust. In this case
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Bueno de Mesquita argues that all the remaining members of

the pact will attack the deviationist.

The operationalization of the utility value in this

expected utility framework is not able to differentiate the

interests inside the defensive alliance if there is no

change in original alliance conmitments. Since this is the

case in all five intraalliance wars, Bueno de Mesquita

(1981, p. 79) gives one general answer pertaining to the

behavior of other allies in war between defensive partners:

if two allies share so many interests that their policies

are indistinguishable, even to those who are allied with

both of them, the value of E(U). for k is most reasonably

presumed to be zero. The allies are expected to be neutral.

The neutrality assumption has a significant impact on

the expected utility calculations formula. This

operationalization renders i and j indistinguishable for the

remaining allies which means that E(U). for k terms (third
I

nations) always equals zero. Therefore, war inside the

defensive alliance is treated as a bilateral war. In the

expected utility calculus put forth in The War Trap the

probability of war (terms involving P) uses the utility

value E(U). as a multiplier, consequently the total expected

utility formula for intraalliance wars equals zero. But

states do enter or join in intraalliance wars, then there is

a utility to be derived from joining or remaining neutral in

an intralliance war. The purpose of this study is to
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provide a new tool to measure utility values which would

extract the similarity of interests and allow the expected

utility framework to be operationalized for intraalliance

wars. The measure will indicate the support to be derived

from third parties for the initiator and the opponent, a

necessary estimate for war initiation calculus. These

predictions are used to calculate the expected utility of

intraalliance war initiation.



CHAPTER II

RESEARCH DESIGN

Identification of War and Alliance Partners

This study uses, as does Bueno De Mesquita (1981), the

data of the Correlates of War Project to identify wars and

defense pacts (Singer and Small, 1972). The war data also

identify the initiators and opponents for each case. A

defense pact is defined as a military alliance in which

signatories agree to come to each other's mutual defense in

case any one signatory is attacked. To be classified as

participants in a war, states must either conmit 1,000 or

more regular troops to combat between members of the

interstate system, suffer 100 battle related fatalities, or

commit all their mobile military units to active combat.

The war data are updated through 1974 (Bueno de Mesquita,

1981), and as an update to alliance data, Barbados is added

to the dataset as member of the QAS for the period after 15

November 1967.

The only relevant difference in the data relates to the

Yemeni War which Singer and Small (1972) classify as an

internationalized civil war while Bueno de Mesquita (1981)

treats it as an interstate war. In this study, the Yemeni

War is considered an interstate war.

15
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Measurement of Power

The expected utility equations use six different

probability terms. The probability of gaining or losing in

a bilateral war (P and 1 - Pi), the probability of gaining

or losing with the aid of friendly nations (P. and 1 -
ik

Pik), and the probability of gaining and losing when opposed

by nations friendly towards one's adversary (P. and 1 -
Pjk)k

To operationalize these terms, Bueno de Mesquita (1981,

p. 102) relies on the composite national capabilities scores

developed by the Correlates of War Project (Singer, Bremer,

Stucky, 1972). This definition of a nation's power measures

national resources on three dimensions: a military

dimension (military expenditures and number of military

personnel); and industrial dimension (production of pig iron

before 1900 and ingot steel 1900 and after, and industrial

fuel consumption); and a demographic dimension (total

population and urban population). An index is created to

measure each nation's proportion of the total pool of the

resources of all other nations in the interstate system,

reflecting each nation's share of the total capabilities in

the system. There is general agreement in the literature

that such a measure should reflect military, economic and

human resources (Organski, 1968; Midlarski, 1975). The

composite capabilities data of the Correlates of War Project

reflect these three dimensions of power. The data have been
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extensively used by others (Singer, et al., 1972; Wallace

1972; Bueno de Mesquita 1975, 1982). The only missing datum

is the power of Barbados which is assumed to be insig-

nificant in influencing the decision making of other OAS

members.

Measurement of the Utility Value

Bueno de Mesquita (1981) notes the inconveniences of

using alternative measures of expected utility pertaining to

war decisions, including: (a) the similarities and

dissimilarities of United Nations voting records for each

pair of nations (Alker, 1964; Alker and Russett, 1965); (b)

the similarity and dissimilarity in each pair of nations'

memberships in intergovernmental organizations (IGOs)

(Wallace and Singer, 1970); (c) the degree to which pairs of

nations interact with each other economically (Lenin, 1933;

Savage and Deutsch, 1960; Alker and Puchala, 1968); and (d)

the similarities and dissimilarities of alliance commitments

of each pair of nations (Singer and Small, 1968; Haas, 1970;

Wallace, 1973; Bueno de Mesquita, 1973; Altfred and Bueno de

Mesquita, 1979). Bueno de Mesquita argues that voting

behavior in any international body is inadequate because

most voting in such bodies only occasionally pertains to

decisions regarding the initiation of war. Membership in

IGOs suffers from a lack of sensitivity to subtle shifts in

foreign policies, particularly as those policies pertain to

impending wars. Instead many IGOs are concerned with highly
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specialized subjects, such as protection of endangered

species or the cooperative dissemination of scientific

information. The economic interactions are problematic

because they present a mixture of governmental policy and

the policies and interests of actors in the private sector.

Since the private-government ratio varies greatly from

nation to nation and within nations across time, they are

not useful for the purpose (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981, p.

109). Given that the choice of using the similarity of

alliance conrmitments proves an inadequate guide to the

behavior of allies in intraalliance wars, this suggests that

a new measure needs to be found.

Search for a New Utility Measure

To operationalize a utility value to measure similarity

of interest, three different variables are used: a) the

similarity in membership patterns in IGOs; b) the similarity

of main trade partners; c) the similarity in the issues at

s take.

The study compiled by Wallace and Singer (1970, p. 242-

244) notes that the compilations on IGO's were sparsely

treated and did not offer an accurate base for testing

hypotheses in which IGOs were treated as a variable.

However, accurate data are available for the period after

1945. To operationalize the utility value based on IGOs,

the examination of the membership patterns in the

specialized agencies of the United Nations offers a reliable
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path. The United Nations is a global organization and its

specialized agencies cover broad concerns pertaining to the

policy positions of states. The data for each case in the

twentieth century are compiled from various issues of the

Statesman's Yearbook. The alliance members with identical

membership patterns in U.N. specialized agencies are

expected to join forces in an intraalliance war. So that if

a nation i's membership pattern (MP ), and nation l's

membership pattern (MP1 ) are the same, then their policy

objectives are identical. According to the expected utility

framework, if nation 1 is engaged in war with nation j,

nation i having the same membership pattern should join I in

war against j. The identity of utilities based on IGO

membership for a nation I and a nation i is denoted as

MP./MPi = 1.

The second variable to measure the similarity of

interest is trade flow. The purpose of this variable is to

assess the importance of the economic factors in joining an

intraalliance war. Trade data between main trading partners

is available for all cases except for the Seven Weeks' War

from the European Historical Statistics: 1750-1975

(Mitchell, 1981) and various issues of the Direction of

Trade Statistics Yearbook by the IMF. A nation 1 is

considered to have a strong trade partnership relation with

a nation i, if I is one of the five largest trade partners

in i's trade pattern. If a nation I engages in war with
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nation j, nations i that have I as a main trade partner are

expected to join 1 against j. The identity of utilities

based on trade partnership for a nation i is denoted as

1/TP. = 1.

The idea behind the issue similarity measure is to

create a tool to extract the similarities of interest which

may escape the membership and trade variables. The approach

used by Bueno de Mesquita (et. al. 1985) on forecasting

policy outcomes forms the basis of this approach. It is

argued that the expected utility model proposed is

sufficiently general to forecast the results of almost any

policy question in any level of politics (Bueno de Mesquita,

et al., 1985).

The objective is to determine which policy will be

adopted on which issue. Recall the first set of assumptions

(1-4) which draw a "competition over issues" depiction of

politics. Based on these assumptions the expected utility

approach requires, for each policy, basic information on

1) the identification of the relevant internal or external

political actors who may wish to influence this policy;

2) a specified range of policy alternatives among all

possible outcomes (i.e. this encompasses the most extreme

positions taken by any of the groups); 3) the policy

preference of each group in the issue; 4) the estimates of

the importance (salience) each group attaches to each issue,
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signifying the group interest in influencing policy outcomes

(Bueno de Mesquita et al., 1985 p. 19).

Because groups compete over issues, the expected

utility formula in its basic form compares the probablity of

success and failure between challenging and not challenging

the existing policy. The expected utility from challenging

the existing policy equals:

E(U) c = Ps(Us)+(1 - Ps)Uf

here

Ps = Probability of success

Us = value (or utility) of success

U = value (or utility) of failure

The expecting utility for not challenging the existing

policy equals:

E(U) nc= P (Uq )+(1 - Pq) Pb(Ub)+(1 - Pb)(UW)

where

P = the anticipated probability that current policy will
q

not change

U = the utility associated with the continuation of

existing policy

Pb = the likelihood that this policy is expected to be

better

(Ub = the value of anticipated improvement and Uw = the

value of anticipated worsening)

and overall expected utility equals

E(U) = E(U)c - E(U)nc
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All terms of the equations are operationalized by using

expert opinion. The probability terms are operationalized

as power held by groups (basic information 4) assessed by

experts. The utility that groups attach to the issue are

correlations measuring the similarity of preferences based

on expert opinion. The similarity is then weighed by the

salience that groups attach to issues based on scores

representing expert judgment about the relative influence of

each group. (Bueno de Mesquita et al., 1985 p. 23).

More precisely, a forecast for the policy decision to

be adopted is formulated as:

Un = the utility (correlation measuring the preference

similarity) of group m for the array of alternatives pursued

by group n. Each group, in turn, is represented by m, with

each other group becoming n. Possible values range from 1

to -1. Sm = the salience that m attaches to the issue in

question. Possible values range between 0 and 1,

representing the probability that i will spend its resources

on the issue in question. Capr = the proportion of relevant

resources controlled by m. Vm = votes m gives in comparison

of alternatives ni and n2. Such that:

Vm = (Capm ) x Sm (fnnl n2

and V* = IVm

so that V* = the outcome in a vote between alternatives ni

*and n2. There is an n by n-mattrix of V representing the
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outcome of every pairwise vote. The policy forecast is the

alternative that defeats all other alternatives in pairwise

head-to-head voting (Bueno de Mesquita et al., 1985 p. 40).

Bueno de Mesquita et al. (1985) operationalize the

expected utility variables using expert opinion. For the

retrospective scope of this study, historical data provide

an appropriate and powerful tool. Expert opinion on issues

is readily present in historical material studying issues.

Furthermore, actors who made the decisions often reveal the

motivations, salience of issues, and group positions first

hand. This measure, based on historical evaluation, will

assess the similarity of policy positions of alliance

members on issues at stake at the time. If a nation i's

primary policy objective (PP.) is M, and nation l's primary

policy objective is M, then their policies on issue M are

identical. According to the expected utility framework,

nation i is expected to join nation 1 in war with its

opponent j,, if nation i's primary policy objective is

congruent to l's primary policy objective and 1 is fighting

for that objective against j. The total congruence of

issues is denoted as PP./PP = 1.
i I

Hypotheses

Based on these utility values a hypothesis is

formulated for each approach combining the utility with the

power variable to create the total expected utility formula

for war initiation using each measure.
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Hypothesis One: If a nation i's IGO membership pattern

(MPi) and a nation l's IGO membership pattern (MP1 ) is the

same (MPi/MP1 = 1), nation i -the joiner- would then

calculate its initial power joined with 1 against the power

of the opponent j with the power of nations k which have the

same MP value with j (MP /MPk = 1) and therefore expected to

join j, and would wage war siding with 1 if the result of

this expected utility calculation is a positive value.

Hypothesis Two: If a nation I engages in war with nation j,

l's main trade partner i (1/TP. = 1) would then calculate
I

its initial power joined with 1 against the power of the

opponent (j) with the power of nations k which have the same

TP value with j (j/TPk = 1) and therefore expected to join

j, and would wage war siding with 1 if the result of this

expected utility calculation is a positive value.

Hypothesis Three: If a nation i's primary policy objective

(PP.) and a nation l's primary policy objective (PP1 ) are

congruent (PP /PP 1 = 1) and 1 is fighting for that objective

against j, nation i -the joiner- would then calculate its

initial power joined with 1 against the power of the

opponent j with the power of nations k which have the same

PP value with j (PPi/PPk = 1) and therefore expected to join

j, and would wage war siding with 1 if the result of this

expected utility calculation is a positive value.
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In the remainder of this chapter each intraalliance war

will be studied to measure alternative utility values and

determine their congruence. For the wars after 1945 the IGO

membership patterns will be another variable under

investigation, which excludes the Seven Weeks' War and the

Balkan War. The trade partnership variable will be

investigated for each case, with the exception of Seven

Weeks' War for which no data are available.

Seven Weeks' War

In 1866, Austria, Baden, Bavaria, Hesse-Electoral,

Hesse-Grand Ducal, Prussia, Saxony, Wuerttemberg, and

Hanover and Mecklenberg-Schwerin were defensive alliance

partners. Yet in 1866 Prussia attacked Austria and the

lesser German states. Helmuth von Moltke, the strategist of

Prussia's victorious armies, admitted fifteen years later:

The war of 1866 did not arise from self
defense against a threat to our existence, nor was
it called by the public opinion and the voice of
the people. It was a struggle recognized in
council as necessary, aimed for a very long time,
and prepared with calmness. it was a struggle not
for the acquisition of land, the expansion of
territory, or material gain, but for an ideal
good, for a position of power (Hamerow, 1972 p.
238).

The Seven Weeks' War fought by Prussia and Italy

against Austria-Hungary and the German Confederation of

States resulted from Bismark's desire to unify and control

Germans. The war was also seen as a way to solve the

constitutional conflict between the Crown and the Parliament
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through military victory (Hamerow, 1972, p. 239). However,

Bismark minimized the importance of the constitutional

conflict: "even if the government found itself at peace

with the country, I would have advised in favor of war"

(Hamerow, 1972, p. 240).

The decision for war came at a crown council meeting in

Berlin on February 28, 1866. The king, in consultation with

his chief civilian and military advisers, concluded that

"the question should be persued without regard for the

danger of a break and a war with Austria." The decision

aimed to create a strong and unified Germany without Austria

in Central Europe in the long term, and to put an end to the

constitutional conflict at the short term (Hamerow, 1972).

The Prussian government also found a partner, Italy, to

attack Austria. The Tuscan cabinet, eager to acquire

Venitia and resentful of the role played by the Hapsburgs

south of the Alps, was open to overtures from Berlin

(Hamerow, 1972, p. 240).

The secondary states of the German confederation lined

up behind Austria, which they regarded as the defender of

their independence against the ambitions of Berlin. Their

future was decided not by popular insurrections or

parliamentary deliberations, but by the force of arms.

The historical data show that the Prussian government

did not see a possibility of obtaining its objectives - to

solve the constitutional conflict and to unify German states
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under the leadership of Berlin - without going to war

against Austria. The challenge to the existing policy of

peace is decided at the highest level and war is the primary

policy objective. Following the argument that nations

having the same utility value on the same issue will join

forces, the next step is to search for a member of the

alliance which would have the same utility to fight against

Austria.

This war meant to end the independence of the lesser

German states, and none of them found utility in joining

forces with Prussia. The record shows that the lesser

German states would side with Austria even if they had not

been attacked by Prussia: "On the 5th of May a motion was

made in the Federal Diet at Frankfort by the representative

of Saxony, that the Bund do summon Prussia to give a formal

declaration that its intentions vis-a-vis Saxony are of

pacific nature" (Annual Register, 1866). This was carried

by a majority vote, all of the lesser German states and

Austria voting against Prussia.

Prussia declared that imperative requirements of its

self preservation were more important than its relations to

the Confederation and on June 14th entered Saxony and

started the Seven Weeks' War (Annual Register, 1866). The

reason behind Prussia's finding a partner, Italy, to attack

lesser German states and Austria is explained by the power
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variable and will be discussed in the analysis section for

this war.

The Second Balkan War

The Second Balkan War started when Bulgaria attacked

its defensive alliance partners of the First Balkan War,

Serbia and Greece in 1913. The utility values for this war

are operationalized based on the trade flows and issue

approach.

The 1913 trade data show that none of the nations in

the alliance was a significant trade partner with the other

alliance members. For each nation the five most important

trade partners are outside the alliance. The main partners

without rank order, for Bulgaria, Greece and Serbia are

Austria-Hungary, France, Germany, Russia and the U.K. The

expected utility for joining an ally based on trade values

is 0 for all members, thus they are expected to be neutral.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, nationalism

in the Balkans resulted in a general movement towards

economic and political emancipation of a number of countries

from Turkish domination (Ucok, 1975). An opportunity for

effective cooperation against the Ottomans presented itself

when war broke out between Turkey and Italy in North Africa.

War preparations against the Turks took the form of an

alliance. Bulgaria, Serbia and Greece joined forces,

signing mutual defense pacts and forming the Balkan Alliance

(Ucok, 1975).
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Pushing the Turks out of the Balkans was the primary

foreign policy objective of the Balkan states. The allies

were successful and the First Balkan War ended Turkish rule

in the Balkans (Ucok, 1975).

As soon as the Turks were defeated, the victorious

powers began to quarrel among themselves. Serbia refused to

give up the parts of Macedonia assigned by the 1912 treaty

to Bulgaria. The Serbs, relying on the spirit of the

treaty, contended that Bulgaria had not carried out the

military convention of the treaty, while the Serbs had sent

50,000 men and their valuable artillery to aid the

Bulgarians in the siege of Adrianople - an act of

comradeship not demanded by the treaty (Peace Handbooks,

1920, p. 49).

Greece and Bulgaria had no preliminary agreement,

though each country was accused of having trespassed on the

other's rightful share of the conquered territory. The

problems arose over Greek occupation of Thessalonica and

Thrace (Peace Handbooks, 1920).

For Bulgarian leaders, their victory in the First

Balkan War resulted in a self-image as "Prussians of the

Balkans" and "Japanese of the West" (Blainey, 1973, p. 64).

They not only exaggerated their military power, but also

decided that Russia and Austria-Hungary were friendly. They

judged Romania hostile but neutral, and the Turks weak

(Blainey, 1973, p. 64).
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On June 1913 Bulgaria attacked the Greek and Serb

armies, its allies against the Turks of a few months ago.

The Bulgarian armies were defeated by the Serbs and Greeks.

At the same time the Romanians entered Dobruca and the

Ottomans recaptured Adrianople (Edirne).

The fact that war was declared by Bulgaria against both

Serbia and Greece explains their participation in the war.

Both Serbia and Greece have a primary objective to fight not

only for self defense but also to settle their differences

with Bulgaria over territories gained from Turks.

The Romanian decision is of interest. Ever since the

conclusion of the Treaty of Berlin in 1878, the Romanian

government felt they had a substantial grievance, having

been deprived of Bessarabia (Peace Handbooks, 1920, p. 56).

As soon as it became a question of modifying the territorial

arrangements determined by the treaty, the Romanians put

forward their claim for compensation (Peace Handboks, 1920,

p. 56). This was based in part on services rendered in the

past to Bulgaria, both in harboring refugees and serving as

a base of operations against Turkey, and also on its

neutrality during the Balkan War. Romania's determination

for territorial aggrandizement was clear, and this could

only be gained at the expense of Bulgaria (Peace Handbooks,

1920, p. 56).

When it became clear that Bulgaria would acquire

substantial new territories and population, and also in view
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of Romanian aspirations in the Dobruja, the Romanian

government considered it essential to strengthen the

frontier between the Danube and the Black Sea. For this

purpose Romania desired Silistria (Peace Handbook, 1920,

p.56). Bulgaria showed little inclination to fall in with

these views, but on January 29, 1913, consented to dismantle

the forts around Silistria and to concede a slight

rectification of the frontier. The matter was referred to

the decision of the Ambassadors at Petersburg, and, on

April 17, 1913, this body awarded the town of Silistria to

Romania, the new frontier passing about three kilometers

west of Silistria. Romania was not satisfied with this

award, and when war broke out between late allies, it

decided to intervene (Peace Handbooks, 1920).

The Ottoman Empire, noticing that Bulgaria was losing

the war on all fronts, took the opportunity to regain some

of its losses of the First Balkan War. The Turkish army

entered Adrianople (Edirne) on July 1913 (Ucok, 1975).

The Bulgarian decision to fight its allies of the First

Balkan War united Serbia and Greece in a common cause. The

expected utility value of fighting Bulgaria equals 1 for

both countries (PPs /PPg=1). There is historical data to

show that even before the declaration of war by Bulgaria,

both Greece and Serbia would have an expected utility of I

in joining each other. English Foreign Office documents a

give a detailed account:
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The accession of Dr. Daneff to power in Bulgaria
in place of the pacific M. Geshoff increased the
friction (resulting from the interpretations of
the May 12, 1912 treaty), while the Bulgarian
military party, largely recruited from Macedonia,
and flushed by its recent successes, intimidated
the cautious Ferdinand. On June 1 a treaty of
alliance and a military convention between Greece
and Serbia were signed at Salonika. The two
allies guaranteed one another's terrritories,
promised mutual aid in case of unprovoked attack;
agreed to make no separate understanding with
Bulgaria, pledged themselves to secure a common
Greco-Serbian frontier (which was then and there
defined), and established Serbia's right to use
Salonika as a free port for 50 years (Peace
Handbooks, 1920).

This formed an alliance inside the alliance.

Furthermore, when Bulgaria attacked Greece and Serbia,

Turkey and Serbia were working on a draft version of a

defense treaty (Helmreich, 1938).

When Bulgaria attacked Serbia and Greece on June 30, it

knew that these two nations signed a defense treaty on June

1. The English Foreign Office documents note that the

Bulgarians attacked the Serbs at Gevreli, the point of

contact between the Serbian and Greek forces, and also

attacked the Greeks at Nigrita, with the object of

separating the two countries. Though Bulgaria attacked its

allies of the First Balkan War, none of the parties

(Bulgaria, Serbia and Greece) abrogated that treaty, and

Bulgaria evidently did not expect any help from either

Serbia or Greece individually, but expected them to fight

together against its armies. The record shows that the

Second Balkan War started over the division of the Turkish
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spoils. In a war to decide the new status-quo in the

Balkans, all the Balkan nations find a primary policy

objective to join the war. The coments on the

participation of two non partner nations are discussed in

the final chapter, it should be noted however that this

results from the fact that this measure first looks at the

issue and then searches for joiners.

The Russo-Hungarian War

The Soviet Union and Hungary are signatories of a

defense pact under the Warsaw Treaty Organization (WTO). To

examine the utility of the participation for other WTO

members to the Russio-Hungarian War of 1956, the IGO

membership, trade and issue approaches are studied.

The examination of the IGO membership patterns of WTO

countries shows that the Soviet Union and Hungary have

identical membership patterns. Their percentage of

identical IGO memberships over all IGOs under investigation

is .5, the highest similarity value in the alliance. Since

MPr/MPh equals 1, they are of identical value for other WTO

members. The IGO approach does not distinguish between

sides to join for this case and expects all members to be

neutral.

Russia was the main trade partner for all members,

having China as its main trade partner. Hungary appears

only on the list of Czechoslavakia and East Germany, placed

as fourth and fifth respectively. The expected utility

values based on trade partnership expect all members of the
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WTO to join Russia against Hungary (TPr/TPk = 1, where k is

all WTO members).

Khrushchev's "secret speech" denouncing the Stalinist

cult of personality delivered at the 20th Congress of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and the Polish

challenge to Soviets in the Spring and Summer of 1956,

caused unrest in Hungary. On October 1956, students in

Budapest staged a procession which was to end with the

presentation of a petition asking for the redress of the

nation's grievances (Macartney, 1962).

President Gero answered with a truculent speech and the

police fired into the 'crowds. The shots turned a peaceful

demonstration into a revolutionary one. The army joined the

revolutionaries. Imre Nagy reemerged as a leader and

announced Hungary's withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact

(November 1).

By November 3 Soviet tanks were in position around

every center in Hungary. Nagy took refuge in the Yugoslav

embassy, while Jeno Kadar formed a new government and

promised that when the counterrevolution was supressed and

order restored the Soviet troops would withdraw. The

denunciation of the Warsaw Pact was retracted (Macartney,

1962).

The precise instant at which the Soviet Union decided

to intervene in Hungary has not been fixed with satisfactory

accuracy (Ulam, 1974). There are indications that the
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Soviet Presidium had been of a divided mind on the wisdom of

intervention (Nepszabadsag, Dec. 3, 1959, cited in Ulam,

1974). What Khruschev did not clarify was how long the

division persisted and when the binding decision to strike

so hard was reached (Zinner, 1962, p. 257). It is clear

that when the protest of the bloc went beyond the

denunciation of Stalin to become a criticism of the Soviet

system itself, and threaten the buffer zone between the

Soviet Union and NATO, Moscow's primary policy objective

became to reinforce the Soviet position in Eastern Europe.

The Soviet Union used force to restore stability and

maintain or bring into power friendly, pro-Soviet regimes

prior to 1956, as in East Germany in 1953, Hungary in 1956,

and after 1956 as in Czechoslavakia in 1968 (Valenta and

Potter, 1984, p. 222). This objective of Soviet foreign

policy is also seen in the Soviet response to unrest in

Poland, when direct military intervention was narrowly

averted with a last minute modus vivendi worked out with

Wladyslaw Gomulka, who mastered the ferment in his country

before it threatened the Soviet influence (Ulam, 1974).

The Soviets have a primary policy objective in

maintaining pro-Soviet governments in their sphere of

influence in Eastern Europe. Triska and Finley (1968)

classified Soviet interventions in its sphere of influence -

in Eastern Europe - as local crises with low risk situations

(Adomeit, 1982; Ulam, 1974; Triska and Finley, 1968).
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Information on the similarities of policy objectives (i.e.

pro-Soviet or anti-Soviet) of the other WTO countries vis-a-

vis this war is based on Brezezinski's (1956) observations.

He argues that the soviet justification of the military

intervention as a necessity in view of the "reactionary

counterrevolution" was supported by the political leadership

of East Germany, Romania, Czechoslavakia, and Bulgaria.

Brezezinski (1957) notes that an extreme position is held by

Gomulka and mentions that the Poles refrained from endorsing

the Soviet intervention and their press has openly exposed

the Hungarian cause. The issue approach then expects Poland

to join Hungary. All other WTO countries are expected to

join Russia. The power variable influencing the

participation decision are discussed in the analysis for

this war.

The Yemeni War

Yemen is a member of the Arab League, a defensive

alliance. When civil war broke in Yemen between the

Royalists and the Republicans, Saudi Arabia, another member

of the League, started funneling arms to support Royalist

forces. Egypt intervened in the civil war siding with

Republican forces and attacked Saudi Arabia, another

alliance partner in the Arab League. The IGO patterns

approach, the trade flows approach and the issue approach

are used to measure the utility values for this war.
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Egypt is the only nation in the League to be a member

of all the IGO's investigated. With a lesser membership

ratio, the other members of the alliance however are closer

to Egypt than to Saudi Arabia. The MPe/MPk ratios for the

members of the League are: .9 for Lebanon and Sudan, .8 for

Iraq, Jordan, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia. To join Saudi

Arabia a member must have a similarity value equal or less

than .07 which is the ratio for MP /MPs. Kuwait's

similarity with Egypt is .07 but is closer to Saudi Arabia

with a similarity value of .1. Yemen and Saudi Arabia's

utility to join is .07., equal to the similarity between

Saudi Arabia and Egypt. In war between Egypt and Saudi

Arabia all countries of the alliance are expected to join

Egypt with the exception of Yemen and Kuwait which are

closer to Saudi Arabia.

The trade data show that the five largest trade

partners in 1962 for all the members of the Arab League are

the United States and the industrial countries of Western

Europe. The expected utility framework based on trade for

this case does not distinguish between sides and expects all

members to be neutral.

In September of 1963, a palace coup in the Yemeni

capital of Sana toppled the monarchy of Muhamnad al Badr.

The leader of the revolt, Colonel Abdullah Sallal,

proclaimed the existence of the Yemen Arab Republic. Upon

the outbreak of the coup, King Saud of Saudi Arabia began
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funneling arms and money to counterrevolutionary Yemeni

Royalists. Responding to Sallal's request for assisting in

suppressing the Royalists, the Egyptian government decided

to join the war with revolutionnary forces against the

Royalists.

For a number of years Nasser had been declaring himself

the leader of the Arab world and pledged that he would drive

the "forces of reaction" from the Middle East. These

threats were aimed at the monarchies of Saudi Arabia, Jordan

and British ruled Aden (McMullen, 1980).

The failure of the union with Syria had been a blow to

Nasser's pan-Arab standing. He blamed the secession on

Syrian reactionnaries, and in direct response pushed the

revolution in Egypt further to the left. A national charter

proclaimed that Egypt would be a regime of scientifc

socialism with a new mass organization, the Arab Socialist

Union. With this spirit, hoping to regain the initiative,

Nasser intervened in the Yemeni War on the Republican side.

Records show that to Nasser, Yemen meant more than an

internal quarrel. Hasou (1985, p. 138) notes that one day

after the Yemeni revolution occured, Nasser declared that he

would not let "reactionism defeat the revolution in Yemen

(if that should occur, it) would turn toward us and transfer

the struggle to one against socialism, progress, and the

people of Egypt in Cairo . . . We must defend our principles

in the heart of the Arabian Peninsula against the
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reactionaries, imperialism and Zionizm." Nasser's policy in

the Arab League turned from a unity of rank (wihdat al-saff)

to the call for a unity of purpose (wihdat al-hadaf). He

differentiated between 'Egypt as a state' and 'Egypt as

revolution' (Hasou, 1985). As Nasser's spokesman Heikal

explained:

As a state, Egypt deals with all Arab
governments, whatever their forms or systems. It
sits with them in the Arab League and at the
United Nations, and concludes defense, trade,
cultural, and other different agreements . . . As
a revolution, Egypt should deal only with the
people. And this does not imply interference on
our part in the affairs of others. Otherwise we
contradict the fundamental premise of our struggle
that the Arab people are a single nation. . .
Egypt as a revolution should never hesitate or
halt at frontiers, but should carry her message
across them . . . If the Arab League were to be
used to paralyze our movement, we must be prepared
to freeze the operation of that organization
(Hasou, 1985, p. 62).

Nasser identified Egypt with progressive Arab states,

including Algeria, Iraq, Syria, and the Yemeni Republicans.

When he called for the first Arab Sumnit he said: "who is

naturally and understandingly calling for Pan-Arabism? We

called for Pan-Arabism and when called upon us, we sent 40

thousand soldiers for Yemen" (Nasser, 1962 cited in Hasou,

1985).

Nasser's primary foreign policy objective was to

promote progressive Pan-Arabism. The struggle of the Yemeni

Republicans against the Royalists aimed to create another

progressive state in the Arab world, complimenting the

primary foreign policy objective of Egypt, and bent Cairo
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toward the Republican forces against the forces of reaction

to a progressivist Pan-Arabic world. This gives an expected

utility of congruence of interest of 1 with Yemeni

Republicans (PP /PPyrep = 1) and 0 with Saudi Royalists

(PPe/PPyroy= 0).

In an attempt to interdict the flow of money and arms

to the Royalists, Nasser ordered air strikes against Saudi

border towns. It then became the primary aim of King Saud,

and later King Faisal, who succeeded Saud to the throne in

1964, to remove the Egyptian threat to the Kingdom's

security through the evacuation of Egyptian forces from the

peninsula (Stookey, 1978). The war became a matter of

sharaf - a type of honor highly important to the Arabs

(McMullen 1980, p. 3). The records of the Annual Register

of the World Events for 1962 note that the Saudi government

proposed in November that intervention in the Yemeni Civil

War should end on both sides. On November 6, Egypt attacked

Saudi Arabian border towns. There is no evidence of

identification of policy objectives between Yemeni Royalists

and Saudi's. Saudi Arabia, and to a lesser extend Jordan,

supported Royalist forces because they did not want a

Republican nation at their borders (McMullen, 1980). Saudi

Arabia found itself under attack as a consequence of being

the main arms supplier to the Royalists.

The war lasted until the Egyptian defeat in the Six

Days War of June 1967, which made the Egyptian position in
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Yemen untenable. At the Khartoum Arab Sumit Conference,

Nasser promised to withdraw Egyptian forces from Yemen,

which he did in November. In return, King Faisal terminated

the Saudi subsidy to the Royalists. During the Conference,

agreement was reached on a basis for amalgamating the

Royalist and the Republican governments (Stookey, 1978, p.

254). The expected utility framework indicates that Egypt

will join the Yemeni Republicans. Other nations of the

League do not attach as much importance as Egypt to the

creation of a new progressive state, and are expected to be

neutral.

The Soccer War

In order to assess the utilities of the members of the

OAS for joining their alliance partners El Salvador and

Honduras in the 1969 Soccer War, all three approaches are

used.

Based on 1969 IGO membership data, El Salvador has an

identical pattern with Bolivia, Costa Rica, Columbia,

Guatemala, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Uraguay, and Venezuela, so

that MPes/MPk for these countries equals 1. The similarity

value of these same countries to the membership pattern of

Honduras is .9. The remaining countries; Argentina, Brazil,

Chile, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Mexico, Panama, Peru and

the USA have a similarity value of .9 with El Salvador and a

value of .8 with Honduras. The expected utility framework
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expects all OAS countries to join El Salvador in war against

Honduras.

All the OAS countries have the U.S. as their most

important trade partner. Their list generally includes

industrial European countries and Japan ranked as the top

five trading partners. Only Guatemala has El Salvador and

Honduras as main trading partners. Guatemala has El

Salvador as the third main trading partner after the U.S.

and Germany, and Honduras occupies the fifth place after

Costa Rica. According to the expected utility based on

trade, Guatemala is expected to join the war, siding with El

Salvador against Honduras (TP /TPes = 1).

El Salvador and Honduras were tied in the qualifying

round of the World Cup Soccer Championship. On June 8, when

Honduras played El Salvador and won, there were reports of

hostile incidents between fans. It was, however, El

Salvador which triumphed at the June 26 game in San

Salvador. At this juncture, angry Hondurans retorted with

accusations that assaults and other outrages had been

perpetrated by the Salvadorans on visiting Hondurans (Martz,

1978, p. 1).

This sparked a series of riots in major Honduran towns.

Tales of horror and genocide were spread by Salvadorian

migrants fleeing from Honduras. Breaking off diplomatic and

economic relations, El Salvador mobilized its. armed forces

and launched a massive invasion of Honduras, its ally in
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OAS. The Salvadorian army captured Nueva Ocotepeque, an

important frontier town. At that point the Honduran Air

Force, stopped the advancing forces. The OAS secured a

cease-fire after five days, and subsequently brought about

the complete withdrawal of Salvadoran troops from Honduran

territory (Department of State, Background Notes, 1971).

The war was symptomatic of economic concerns. The OAS

resolution to mediate between El Salvador and Honduras

identified the main cause of the war as the illegal

immigration from overpopulated El Salvador to the least

densely populated country in Central America (Martz, 1978,

p. 104).

Wionczek (1970) reports that the U.S. decided to

maintain a hands-off attitude during the 1969 war since

there was no communist threat. From the Monroe Doctrine to

the Rockefeller Report of 1969, relations with Central and

Latin America are considered by the United States as a

critical security interest, with Washington opposed to all

foreign influence (Hayes, 1984). U.S. involvement in

Guatemala (1954), Cuba (1963) and the Dominican Republic

(1965) was related to the perception of a conunist threat

to an OAS country.

Hayes (1984) states that it is almost inevitable that

U.S. influence in the region is enormous, particularily in

comparison with the influence small Latin countries exercise

over one another, or with the influence of the poorly
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region. The position of the U.S. was to enforce peace

through the OAS mechanism. The U.S. Department of State

(Background Notes, 1971, p. 5) notes that during and

immediately after the 1969 war with El Salvador, many

Hondurans voiced resentment that the United States did not

take direct bilateral action to support their country. This

sentiment has diminished somewhat with the time and with a

greater hindsight recognition of the effectiveness of

multinational QAS diplomatic initiatives, fully supported by

the U.S., in obtaining a return to normal regional and

bilateral relations in Central America. The Associated

Press dispatch of July 14th, published in the New York Times

the next day, announces the Salvadoran attack on Honduras.

The July 15th report on the War, published on the 16th,

notes that White House and State Department spokesmen

expressed full support for the efforts of the QAS to bring

about a cease-fire between Honduras and El Salvador, ruling

out any independent United States role to mediate the

dispute. The July 18th A.P. bulletin, published in the New

York Times of July 19th, reports that a peace plan was

approved by a vote of 19 to 0 in the Organization of

American States in Washington. The OAS members then are

expected to be neutral.



CHAPTER I I I

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

The Addition of the Power Variable and the Transformation of

the Utility Values

The addition of power variables indicates to nations I

that have a similarity of interest with nation i, and

therefore expected to join sides with i, the rationality of

this decision. A nation I that has a similarity of interest

will join i only if the war analysis calculation results in

a positive expected utility value. Thus for the framework

all war initiations with a positive expected utility are to

result in a victory for the initiator. The addition of the

power variable also denotes that for i the-decision to join

I means to initiate war against j.

War Analysis for Hypothesis One

The expected utility calculation put forth in

hypothesis one can be formulated as:

E(U) = (MP /MPl* [P + P1  ) - (MPJ/MPk* P+Pk] )
where

E(U). = the overall expected utility for nation i to join

nation I in intraalliance war.

MPi/MP = the similarity score of nation(s) i's and nation

l's IGO membership patterns. This ranges from 0 to 1, thus

45
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a nation even powerful enough to go to war to influence the

utility calculus will not join the war if it does not have a

similar alliance pattern.

(MPj/Mk j + PkJ) = the use of the same logic for the

side of the opponent (j). The initial power of the nation j
is entered in the formula as Pj and if over all third

nations (across all k), one would have a score of I as a

result of MPj/MPk, this nation's power is entered as Pk.

To add the power variable, the members that are singled

out as joiners based on IGO membership similarities are

recalled. For the Russo-Hungarian war all members are

expected to be neutral with a negative expected utility,

since the utility value cannot distinguish sides for this

case.

All Arab League countries are expected to join Egypt

except Yemen and Saudi Arabia, which are expected to join

Saudi Arabia in case of war. Yemen is the site of the war.

Saudi Arabia enters the war after being attacked by Egypt.

Kuwait should join with Saudi Arabia and not Yemen. The

participation calculation to be considered is with Saudi

Arabia engaged in war against Egypt.

The power calculation for Kuwait and Saudi Arabia

against Egypt is: Kuwait(.0003) + Saudi Arabia(.0010) -

Egypt(.0063) = -.0050.

Data for measuring the power of both the Yemeni

Republicans and the Royalists are not available. However
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even with the assumption that the Royalists hold all Yemeni

power, the expected utility of Kuwait + Saudi Arabia +

Yemen(.0003) is still a negative value (-.0047). Kuwait

should remain neutral with a negative expected utility for

the Yemeni War.

All other Arab League countries that are expected to

join have a positive expected utility for joining the war,

since Egypt alone has a positive expected utility of .0047

under the worst conditions. The expected utility model

based on IGOs indicates that Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria,

Libya, Sudan, Tunisia and Morocco will join Egypt.

For the Soccer War, this measure indicates that all OAS

countries will join El Salvador. The power variable

operationalized as if all OAS countries would join El

Salvador against Honduras, results in a positive value power

coalition:

El Salvador(.0003) + Argentina(.0071) + Barbados(. . .) +

Bolivia(.0006) + Brazil(.0043) + Chile(.0025) +

Colombia(.0040) + Costa Rica(.0002) + Dominican

Republic(.0006) + Ecuador(.0008) + Guatemala(.0006) +

Haiti(.0004) + Mexico(.0103) + Nicaragua(.0003) +

Panama(.0002) + Paraguay(.0003) + Peru(.0022) + United

States(.2249) + Uruguay(.0008) + Venezuela(.0032) -

Honduras(.0003) = .2630. According to the expected utility

model based on IGOs, these countries are expected to join El
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Salvador against Honduras, since there is a positive

expected utility.

War Analysis for Hypothesis Two

The expected utility calculation put forth in

hypothesis two can be formulated as:

E(U) (1/TP * [P+ 1  ) - (j/TPk* [Pj+Pk]j

where

E(U). = the overall expected utility for nation i to join

nation I in intraalliance war.

1/TPi = the similarity score of nation I and nation(s) i's

based on trade patterns. This can range from 0 to 1, thus a

nation even powerful enough to influence the utility

calculus will not join the war if it does not have a similar

trade pattern.

(j/TPk* j + Pk]) = the use of the same logic for the side

of the opponent (j). The initial power of the nation j is

entered in the formula as P. and if over all third nations

(across all k), one would have a score of I as a result of

j/TPk, this nation's power is entered as Pk.

Since all the major trading partners of the Balkan Pact

members are non-Pact nations, the measure cannot distinguish

sides and these countries are expected to be neutral. The

alliance is composed of Bulgaria, Greece and Serbia.

Because Bulgaria attacked Greece and Serbia together all

nations of the alliance did participate in the war.
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For the Russo-Hungarian War this measure indicates that

all WTO members will join Russia against Hungary. The power

variable, operationalized to treat all WTO countries as

joining Russia against Hungary, results in a positive value

power colation:

Albania(.0005) + Bulgaria(.0029) + Czechoslavakia(.0105) +

German Democratic Republic(.0090) + Romania(.0059) +

Russia(.1712) + Poland(.0142) - Hungary(.0053) = .2079, a

positive value. The model expects WTO countries to join

Russia against Hungary.

Since the trading partners of the Arab League are non-

League nations, the measure cannot distinguish between sides

for this case and these countries are expected to remain.

neutral, with a negative value.

For the Soccer War, the utility measure based on trade

partnership indicates that Guatemala should join with El

Salvador. The calculation of the power variable for this

case is:

Guatemala(.0006) + El Salvador(.0003) - Honduras(.0003) =

.0003. The formula results in a positive value and model

indicates that Guatemala will join El Salvador in the Soccer

War. All other OAS countries are neutral with a negative

value.

War Analysis for Hypothesis Three

The expected utility calculation put forth in

hypothesis three can be formulated as:
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E(U). = [(PPi/PPl* [+P1] )-(PPj/PPk* [Pj+Pk]j
where

E(U). = the overall expected utility for nation i to join

nation I in intraalliance war.

PP /PP = the similarity score of nation(s) i's and nation

l's primary policy objectives. This can range from 0 to 1,

and thus a nation powerful enough to influence the utility

calculus will not join the war if it does not have the same

primary policy objective.

(PPj/PPk* P + Pk ) = the use of the same logic for the

side of the opponent (j). The initial power of the nation j

is entered in the formula as P. and if over all third

nations (across all k), one would have a score of 1 as a

result of PP./PPk, this nation's power is entered as Pk.

Prussia's primary policy objective is to go to war with

Austria and the lesser German states. The power calculation

for this objective:

Prussia(.0552) - Austria(.0559) + Baden(.0037) +

Bavaria(.0147) + Saxony(.0059) + Hesse Electoral(.0022) +

Hesse Grand Ducal(.0024) + Wuerttemberg(.0046) +

Hanover(.0079) = -. 0421, a negative value. According to the

power variable Prussia must have an ally so that the

combination of their power would create a positive expected

utility in accomplishing its primary objective. Prussia

found an ally in Italy. A secret alliance was concluded on

April 1866 for a period of three months stating that Italy
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would join with Prussia when Prussia initiated the war

(Hamerow, 1972, p. 241). With the participation of Italy

the expected utility formula equals:

Prussia(.0552) + Italy(.0444) - Austria + Lesser German

States(.0973) = .0023, a positive expected utility value.

Given Prussia's objective and power (which was not enough by

itself to realize its objective) and Italy's resentment

towards Austria-Hungary, the issue measure implies that

Austria had to search for an outside ally and expected Italy

and Prussia to join forces against Austria.

When Bulgaria attacked Serbia and Greece, did it have a

positive expected utility? The operationalization of the

power variable for this war initiation shows a negative

utility for Bulgaria to attack its alliance partners:

Bulgaria(.0029) - Serbia(.0017) + Greece(.0010) = -.0007.

The expected utility framework indicates that Bulgaria would

lose this war and should not initiate it. When Bulgaria

did, the Greeks and Serbs took control of Macedonia,

occupied Byelogradchik and threatened Vidin (Peace

Documents, 1920). The Second Balkan War was a remaking of

the First Balkan War to establish the new partition of the

Balkans. The two other Balkan nations Romania and Turkey,

in the pursuance of their own interests, started to occupy

Bulgaria without actually coming into collision with

Bulgarian troops. The expected utility of winning for

Bulgaria became:
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Bulgaria(.0029) - Serbia(.0017) + Greece(.0010) +

Turkey(.0162) + Romania(.0054) = -.0223. Turkey took

Adrianople (Edirne) back on July 22, 1913, on July 30 peace

negotiations started at Bucarest. As Blainey (1973, p. 47)

puts it, the Second Balkan War was a war of miscalculation

for Bulgaria.

The expected utility of war between the Soviet Union

and Hungary excluding all third parties is a positive .1659

for the Soviet Union.

Russia(.1712) - Hungary(.0053) =.1659

Military superiority of this size has some consequences.

Even though other allies such as East Germany, Romania,

Czechoslavakia, Bulgaria, Albania share the Soviet position,

Moscow does not need external help to control what is called

reactionary counterrevolution. Since the leader of the Pact

is capable of accomplishing the conmon policy objective, the

expected utility framework finds rational for the other pro-

Soviet members not to join the war. Only Poland is

indicated as pro-Hungarian. Even with the assumption that

Poland will join Hungary, the expected utility calculation

for such a confrontation with Russia is:

Hungary(.0053) + Poland(.0142) - Russia(.1712) = -.1517, a

negative expected utility. Thus with different motivations,

all members of the WTO should remain neutral.
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Egypt joined the Yemeni Republicans in a common cause

and attacked Saudi Arabia which was helping the Royalists.

The expected utility for Egypt to fight Saudi Arabia is:

Egypt(.0060) - Saudi Arabia(.0011) = .0049. Saudi Arabia

became the victim of the Egyptian attack because it acted

against Cairo's primary policy objective. While its

contribution is assesed insignificant, another nation, King

Hussein's Jordan which was funneling arms to the Royalists,

ended this activity as soon as Egypt bombed Saudi Arabia

border towns (McMullen, 1980, p. 1). This is not surprising

since the power of Jordan combined with the power of Saudi

Arabia still does not create a winning coalition against

Egypt:

Egypt(.0060) - Saudi Arabia(.0011) + Jordan(.0006) = .0043,

a positive value for Egypt. The power of the Yemeni

Republicans and the Royalists is not available, but even

with the assumption that the Royalists have all the Yemeni

capabilities, the expected utility for Egypt of fighting

both Saudi Arabia and Yemen(.0003) is a positive .0046. The

expected utility framework indicates that Egypt will join

the war on the side of the Yemeni Republicans and the power

variable indicates that other members of the League will be

neutral. The rational behind the neutrality of other

progressive Arab states is that their leader's power is

sufficient enough to upset the Royalist forces. There is no

record on other states espousing the cause of the Yemeni
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Republicans or the Royalists. Based on this observation and

the relative power of Egypt vis-a-vis other League members,

all Arab League nations are expected to remain neutral with

a negative expected utility.

The Soccer War is cited as an example of the inmediate

efficacy of OAS settlement procedures for crisis management.

The day after the Salvadorian attack on Honduras, a Meeting

of Consultation of OAS Foreign Ministers took place.

Meetings of Consultation under the Rio Treaty have usually

been held only when sanctions have been contemplated. This

reinforces the idea that El Salvador capitulated under the

threat of sanctions (Martz, 1978, p. 101). The U.S. did

fully support the handling of the peace settlement via OAS

mechanisms (Background Notes, 1974; New York Times, June

19). With the United States remaining neutral, no nation in

the U.S. sphere of influence saw any utility in joining a

war caused by immigration problems between two neighbors.

With the OAS countries remaining neutral and the power of El

Salvador (.0003) being equal to that of Honduras (.0003),

the expected utility model cannot indicate a winner for this

war. Since there was no change in status from the Soccer

War, the no winner prediction of the model appears accurate.

Findings

In order to assess the fit between the predictions of

the three hypotheses to actual decisions about initiating

intraalliance wars, a crosstabulation of the data is
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presented. Yule's Q is choosen as a measure of association

for the bivariate analysis. This is an appropriate linear

measure of association for two-by-two tables and indicates

necessary but not sufficiant conditions (Leege and Wayne,

1974). This is also the same technique of one-way

association used by Bueno de Mesquita (1981) in the search

for conditions to join the intraalliance war. According to

the expected utility calculation all nations with a positive

expected utility are expected to wage war.

Table 1: Expected Utility and Intraalliance War Initiation

Based on IGO Membership Similarity, 1945-1974

Actual Decision

Initiate/Join Neutral

Expected Utility

E(U). initiate/join O 2 26

E(U). initiate/join<O 1 7

Yule's Q = .3

Table 1, showing the expectations from the expected utility

framework with utility values based on IGO membership

similarity indicates that all Arab League countries except
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Kuwait will join the war siding with Egypt; all OAS states

are indicated to join El Salvador, and WTO countries are

expected neutral for the Russo-Hungarian War. The neutral

with negative expected utility cell is occupied by Kuwait

and WTO countries. As the Yule's Q score denotes, there is

no association with these expectations and actual war

initiation decisions of nations.

Table 2: Expected Utility and Intraalliance War Initiation

Based on Trade Partnership Similarity, 1914-1974

Actual Decision

Initiate/Join Neutral

Expected Utility

E(U) initiate/join0 2 7

E(U). initiate/join<O 2 25

Yule's Q = .3

Table 2, showing the expectations of the expected utility

framework with utility values based on trade partnership

similarity indicates that all WTO countries will join the

Soviet Union against Hungary and that Guatemala will join El

Salvador against Honduras. The Arab League countries are

indicated as neutral for the Yemeni War and OAS nations are

indicated to remain neutral for the Soccer War. The Yule's
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Q score is .3, revealing there is no association with these

expectations and actual decisions of nations.

Table 3: Expected Utility and Intraalliance War Initiation

Based on Primary Policy Objectives Similarity, 1916-1974

Actual Decision

Initiate/Join Neutral

Expected Utility

E(U). inititate/join0 6 0

E(U). initiate/join<O 2 36

Yule's Q = I

In Table 3 the results for the total temporal domain based

on hypothesis three are presented. Four states are expected

to initiate an intraalliance war from the expected utility

framework based on policy similarity. These are Italy for

the Seven Weeks' War, Turkey and Romania for the Second

Balkan War, and Egypt for the Yemeni War. The other members

of the Arab League are indicated neutral, all OAS members

are expected to remain neutral for the Soccer War, and all

WTO members are expected to remain neutral for the Russo-

Hungarian War. These expectations are in perfect

association with the actual decisions pertaining to these

wars. In the expected utility framework, the initiator with
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a positive expected utility is expected to win, since

initiating a war to lose is against the logic behind the

calculus.

The .3 Yule's Q score from Table 1 indicates that there

is no relation between expected utility decisions based on

IGO memberships patterns and the actual decision of joining

the intraalliance war. The same observation is also made

from Table 2; however the results of neutrality expectations

based on the trade partner similarities are much closer to

the real decisions than the results predicted by the IGO

membership patterns. The Yule's Q of 1 reached in Table 3

denotes perfect association between the positive expected

utility of joining and the actual initiation decisions in

intraalliance wars for the period between 1816-1974.

Sunna r y

This study aimed to compensate for a lack of calculus

in the expected utility framework for wars between alliance

partners. The decisions of the third nations on joining

sides, crucial to war initiation decision, were omitted in

the expected utility framework due to the operationalization

of utility values based on alliance membership patterns.

The search for a new utility indicator followed three

approaches to measure utility of joining sides in

intraalliance wars: the similarity of IGO membership

patterns, the similarity of trade patterns and the

similarity of primary policy objectives of the members.
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When combined with the power variable, the indications of

this last measure pertaining to nations expected to initiate

an intraalliance war or to remain neutral were in perfect

association with actual decisions of the alliance members

during all intraalliance wars between 1816-1974.

Bueno de Mesquita (1985), using Lacatos (1978)

criteria, argues that knowledge in its most stringent sense

and its highest form is gained when one explanation is

replaced with another, broader, and apparently more accurate

one. It is clear that a utility value based on alliance

commitment does not depict the choice of sides in

intraalliance wars. The alliance commitments in The War

Trap treat all members as identical with no differences on

policy objectives. Based on this logic allies with the same

alliance corrmitments should not fight each other nor should

any join in. But between 1916-1974, 22 nations fought in

intraalliance wars (18 of them as initial initiators or

opponents), four nations joined in an intraalliance war

(Italy in Seven Weeks' War, Romania and Turkey in the Second

Balkan War, and Egypt in the Yemeni War) and 34 nations

remained neutral (members of the Arab League except Egypt,

Yemen and Saudi Arabia, members of the Warsaw Pact except

the Soviet Union and Hungary, and members of OAS except El

Salvador and Honduras). A more sophisticated tool to

measure similarity of interests, congruence of primary

policy objectives, did differentiate between the raison
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d'etre of an alliance, and a war which resulted from a

policy objective independent from the essence of the

alliance. In all five wars involving 22 nations there was a

conflict of primary policy objectives related to the start

of the war despite identical alliance commitments. The new

expected utility measure extracts similarities focusing on

various policy objectives in a broader scale, predicts sides

and determines, based on their power, their decision to join

or to remain neutral. The overall expected utility theory

is improved with a tool which can measure the congruence of

interests in a better way and estimate the support to be

derived from third parties, so crucial to war initation

decision (3).

Suggestions for Further Research

The initial goal of this study was to distinguish

between members of the alliances that would join, and on

which side; and members that would remain neutral during an

intraalliance war. The retrospective investigation of the

primary policy objective did extract, however, non-member

nations that had a primary policy objective to join the

intraalliance wars. These nations are Italy for the Seven

Weeks' War, and Turkey and Romania for the Second Balkan

War. The record demonstrates that during the era before the

World Wars, the intraalliance war also marked the end of the

alliance. It can be argued that non-member nations in

accord with the rules of the balance of power system did
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join an intraalliance war when they found an opportunity to

expend their power. The same phenomenon is not observable

for the polarized post-1945 period in which the "divide and

rule" motto of the nations in the balance of power system is

replaced with the "unite and rule" motto of the alliance

leaders. In this context the power of the leader protects

the alliance from outsiders. However, the threat that the

most powerful member constitutes for the lesser nations of

the alliance which would differ from its policy positions

(as in the Russo-Hungarian War), suggests that further

research may be conducted to study the impact of systemic

change on intraalliance war initiation.
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NOTES

(1) The theoretical framework behind rational actor

decision-making assumptions can be found in works of Allison

and Halperin (1972), Allison (1969), Bueno de Mesquita

(1981, et al., 1985).

(2) To assess the conformity of the expected utility

variables to the war variables discussed in non empirical

conflict literature, Blainey (1973), Brown (1987), and

Nailor (1978) offer valuable guidelines.

(3) Bueno de Mesquita's Table C. listing E(Ui) and E(Uj)

scores for interstate wars in The War Trap's (1981) appendix

gives an E(U) value of .000 for the initiators and opponents

in intraalliance wars. E(U) values for these wars obtained

with the new utility measure are listed in the appendix.
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- APPENDIX -

EXPECTED UTILITY AND INTRAALLIANCE WAR INITIATIONS

1816-1974

YEAR INITIATOR(P)

1866 GMY+ITA(.0996)
1866 GMY+ITA(.0996)
1866 GMY+ITA(.0996)
1866 GMY+ITA(.0996)
1866 GMY+ITA(.0996)
1866 GMY+ITA(.0996)
1866 GMY+ITA(.0996)
1866 GMY+ITA(.0996)

OPPONENT (P)

AUH(.0559)
BAD(.0037)
BAV(.0147)
SAX(.0059)
HSE(.0022)
HGD(.0024)
WRT(.0046)
HAN(.0079)

E(U) . E(U) .

.0437

.0959

.8490

.0937

.0974

.0972

.0950

.0917

-. 0437
-.0959
- .8490
-.0937
-. 0974
-. 0972
-. 0950
-.0917

Cumulative expected utilities for the belligerents of theSeven Weeks' War:
InitiatorGMY+ITA(.0996), Opponent=AUH+Lesser German States
(.0973), E(U)=.0023, E(U).=-.0023, Winner=GMY+ITA

1913 BUL(.0029)
1913 BUL(.0029)

YUG(.0017)
GRE(.0019)

.0012 -.0012 YUG

.0010 -.0010 GRE

Cumulative expected utilities for the belligerents of theSecond Balkan War:
Initiator=BUL(.0029), Opponent=TUG+GRE(.0036), E(U).=-.0007,
E(U).=.0007, Winner+YUG+GRE '
With the participation of Turkey and Romania
Initiator=BUL(.0029), Opponent+YUG+GRE+TUR+ROM(.0252)
E(U)"=-.0223, E(U).=.0223, Winner=YUG+GRE+TUR+ROM

1956 USR(.1712) HUN(.0053) .1659 -.1659 USR

1962 EGY(.0060) YEM(.0003) .0057 -.0057 EGY
1962 EGY(.0060) SAU(.0011) .0049 -.0049 EGY
Cumulative expected utilities for the belligerents of theYemeni War:
Initiator=EGY(.0060), Opponent=YEM+SAU(.0014), E(U).=.0046,
E(U) =-.0046, Winner=EGY

HON(.0003) .000 .000 ?

Winner

GMY+ITA
GMY+ITA
GMY+ITA
GMY+ITA
GMY+ITA
GMY+ITA
GMY+ITA
GMY+ITA

1969 SAL(.0003)
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